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Band: Tarnkappe (NL) 

Genre: Black Metal 

Label: Hammerheart Records 

Albumtitle: Winterwaker 

Duration: 40:44 

Releasedate: 01.12.2016 

 

There have been some great artists of the heavy metal section coming from the Netherlands alongside Onheil, 

Heidevolk or God Dethroned. My latest discovery is Tarnkappe with their upcoming disc "Winterwaker", which is 

delivered to the metal community at the beginning of December 2016 via Hammerheart Records. 

 

The guitar sound is sharp with neat pressure and a captivating clarity. The guitars are the foundation of the disc. The 

riffing is played in a style similar to the old Darkthrone. It is a great example for showing that good black metal can 

do without any keyboards and synths, if the necessary structures and sound depths can take over. The vocals are 

traditionally nagged and, here and there, there are some clean pieces sung / spoken. The lyrics are written in their 

native language. The "furious" drums accompany the whole creative phase throughout the forty minutes. 

 

Tarnkappe creates the connection between melancholy and pure cold as well as epic moments with raw aggression 

without the loss of energy and hardness. Particularly this can be seen, for example, in the songwriting of "De Hal Van 

Het Geheugen" towards the end. Since I think every single track is absolutely successful, I cannot name any special 

recommendations and can only recommend the album in its entire length. A great point are the compositions with 

their impressive, sonically phenomenal riffs. 

 

Conclusion: 

Hard, rough and yet full of variety and exciting melodies. Tarnkappe deliver classic black metal of the old school in an 

energized sound picture. The sound of the 90s mixed with a modern and impressive sound quality. Eight massive 

pieces can be heard here. A disc exactly how I like it and a mandatory purchase for the end of the year! Keep it up! 

 

Rating: 10/10 

 

Recommendations: Everything 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/tarnkappeblackmetal  

 

LineUp: 

 

Hrodulfr - Vocals 

Nortfalke - Guitars, Drums 

Sat - Bass, Vocals  
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Bodemkruiper 

02. Aan De Aarde Gebonden 

03. De Bekroning 

04. Eeuwig Onheil 

05. Winterwaker 

06. Kale Vlakten, Desolatie 

07. De Hal Van Het Geheugen 

08. Hogere Machten 

 

Author: Blacky / Translator: Sereisa 


